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LU-TV's back
LU-TV excited over new studentproduced shows. See story on page 4.

C'mon, let's go
A special look at Health and Fitness
on Liberty mountain. See page 7.

Flames on fire
Flames squash the Fighting Scots 51 -27
in opening game. See story on page 5.
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Old-Time
undergoes
consolidation

Mahairas shares burden
for world evangelization
By JULIE METHOD
Speaa! to ihe Champion

Someone may ask, "How can students who are from middle-class
homes expect to impact kids who are
from the inner-city? They are from
different cultures, and it is impossible
to combine them."
However, students who spent last
summer working in New York have a
different opinion. "You can have an
effect on a child by being there for
them," Lisa May stated. She, along
with Trisha Bibb, spent her time in
New York teaching summer school.
Both girls said it changed their views
of teaching.
Eugene Han who was also there
said that his ministry of evangelizing
became a reality when he realized that
he was impacting children.
Mahairas isn't bothered by the cultural difference. Jesus Christ was from
adifferent "culture," he said, but Christ
prepared Himself to become a servant

By LAURA GREGG

in order to win others. The inner-city
people really listen to what the students have to say because Mahairas
makes sure they are prepared.
The preparation time is the first
four days of Salt, when students
learn how to ride subways, conduct
street evangelism and safety precautions before they begin their ministry.
The goal of Salt is not just local
evangelism. "We are equipping people
for world missions," Mahairas added.
With more than 170 ethnic groups,
students are exposed to all kinds of
sub-cultures within just one city. This
gives them a new perspective on world
missions.
Just as Hudson Taylor once prayed
for the world, Mahairas has prayed,
"Give me New York, or I die." He
challenged students to sacrifice for
the salvation of souls.

Editor

Many changes have recenUy taken
place widiin me structure of The OldTime Gospel Hour, including die
planned sale of me Langhorne Road
building.
Mark DeMoss, ministry spokesman, said me 118,000-square-foot
building was put up for sale at the end
of June as part of an effort to consolidate ministry operations.
"Anywhere we have unnecessary
services, we are consolidating," he
said. "We have moved some in-house
operations out of house. The whole
effort is being done widi die intention
of using fewer dollars and fewer
square feet of space for our operations," DeMoss explained.
The mailroom operations have been
sold to die Sam K. Pate Advertising
Agency in Forest. Previously, die
mailroom employed about 25 fulltime people and handled all of the
ministry' s direct mail. Last year three
Tom Mahairas, pastor of Manhattan Bible Church, challanged million pieces of mail were sent out
each montii.
photo courlMy of Selah «t*H
studentsduring Spiritual Emphasis Week.
OTGH will continue to conduct
direct mail campaigns but will now
do ittfiroughme Pate agency.
In addition jjo Jbe change in the
mailing process, the majority of »•
marketing is now conducted mrough
toll-free answering services in otiier
"All die architecuiral drawings have parts of me country, DeMoss said.
By LAURA GREGG
been completed," DeMoss said," and
"We have always used outside servEditor
there should be no difficulty in occu- icesforoverflow," hecontinued. "All
An anonymous donor has made a pying a new cafeteria by September calls are now sent outside except for
ministry calls. LIFE-AID is handled
commitment of SI million for new of 1990."
The new building will double me by our counselors."
library books with the hope that the
Calls handled by the outside servgift will be an incentive to raise three capacity of the current cafeteria.
to four million additional dollars to Construction* which will take about ices include inquiries regarding
seven months, won't start until me Liberty University School of Lifeconstruct a new library.
Long Learning, Liberty Home
Mark DeMoss, ministry spokes- remaining funds are committed.
"We are confident mat will be very Bible Institute and responses to me
man, said work would begin immediately on finding donors for the addi- soon," DeMoss said. "Hopefully some various television and radio aptional money needed for the matching construction could begin before win- peals.
ter."
Budget reductions at Liberty
gift.
Slow progress is being made to- Broadcasting Network have resulted
DeMoss also said that approxiEddy Dalton, candidate for lieutenant governor, shakes hands with Liberty student Amy Chaplin,
mately half of the funds for the new ward establishing new access roads to in all shows being placed on hold
while Becky Scales, Nancy Bryan and gubernatorial candidate Marshall Coleman look on. Scales,
cafeteria have been committed and campus. The university is seeking temporarily. However, "Act It Out,"
Liberty's campus coordinator for the Coleman campaign, helped organize the Burma Shave during
the other half is "very close" to being approval for diree or four cloverleaf along widi all other LBN produced
Coleman's visit to Lynchburg last Wednesday. Eleven Liberty students participated in the rally.
photo byi Jon
Jo Hon
interchanges between Route 29 and shows, continues to be aired on me
committed.
Family Network in reruns.
460.
In otiier ministry news. Liberty
"The onlytilingmat's for certain,"
DeMoss said, "is dial in die near fu- Village is still in die marketing procture access to die campus will be ess.
Almough actual units have been
gready improved. The specifics of
A 19-year-old Liberty senior
mat plan have changed numerous selling, construction cannot begin
idi jiderwent surgery Wednesday at
times over die last year. The bottom until diree-quarters of the units in a
and nurses who believed he would never wake up.
line is mat ingress and egress are budding have been sold.
Wwchburg General Hospital to By JODY A. BARKER
repair her ankle which was injured Special to the Champion
Eighty-two days after me accident, Stephen spoke his going to change dramatically for die
INSIDE
in a fall the previous night.
first word: "Momma." From there, he progressed to good."
COLUMNS:
Word spread rapidly last fall when three Liberty stu- "Daddy" and "I love you."
Barbara Guess, a journalism maApproval for die new roads involves
dents were involved in a car accident at the intersection of
jor, broke herankleandherfootin
On May 19, 1989, he was moved to a rehabilitation local and state transportation departCandler's Mountain Road and the River Ridge Mall center near his home in Virginia Beach. Since men, his ments and highway departments. Campus: Issues &
three separate places. According
p. 2
Answers
to her surgeon, Dr. Eschenroeder, entrance. One of those students, Stephen Jones, slipped mental capacity has improved. His short-term memory While it is a long process, DeMoss
p.
2
inner
view...
her ankle popped out of its socket into a coma. His parents were told that he might never was affected, although his long-term memory is unaf- said, "We are making very good progp.
3
Music
Review
wake up.
and several bones were crushed
fected. For example, he does not remember coming to ress."
Chiefs Corner
Students across campus prayed for Stephen. Campus school last fall, nor does he remember die accident.
when she fell.
Pastor Rob Jackson's office was flooded widi student
During the two-hour-long surStephen's famer, Andiony Jones, said: "We pray every
inquiries about the sophomore's progress.
gery, Eschenroeder removed
day mat God will do somediing good in Stephen." They
Nearly a year later, students are still inquiring and are "trusting God to do for Stephen what is right for him."
pieces of broken bone and inserted
three screws. He also inserted two praying for Stephen's return to Liberty.
Stephen's major goal is to learn to walk and men return
While he was in the coma, however, doctors offered to Liberty, his dad said. His style of walking right now is
plates held together by one big
50 students
screw. He does not believe they little hope. Ten days after the accident, they removed a quite a bit different from other people. Ho puts his arm
surveyed
said:
S\
breaming lube and replaced it with a tracheotomy. Still, around his fadier's neck; and when he steps, it is stiff
can ever be removed.
they told his parents, there wasn't much they could do for legged, like an army goose-step. His fadier said uiey take
Eschenroeder is concerned that
him.
placing any pressure on the inwalks often, but Stephen tires quickly. Even so, his goal
Fifteen days after the accident, the doctors at Lynchburg is to return to Liberty in the fall of 1990 to continue his
jured right foot will cause permanent damage. Despite the concern, General Hospital reported him in stable condition but still education.
both G uess and her doctor hope to in a coma. Stephen did not respond to doctors' instructions
Stephen's fadier asked prayer for Stephen's condition,
although he did respond to pain.
sec her back in school as soon as
known as Ataxia. This causes him to jerk and shake when
On the 60th day after the accident, he responded to me he concentrates on moving his hands or body. It greatly
possible.
Of those that
Number of
doctor
by holding up two fingers, and soon after Stephen hampers his movement and balance as well as his motor
"1 really want to graduate in
hours
a week
said
yes:
smiled
when
his
parents
said
they
loved
him.
May," Guess said. "I've been
skills.
they
exercise
But
Stephen
wasn'tready
to
go
home
to
Virginia
Beach,
working toward it for three years,
Altiiough he is having to learn to speak, write and walk
Va., yet. He was transported to Norfolk General Hospital again, he has conquered die basics of each. He speaks
and 1 can't see stopping now."
8.3%
by the Lynchburg City Fire Department. Doctors in Nor- some; slow, yet intelligible. He has started to write; he can
Physical therapy sessions beUp to 2
Aerobics
folk conducted tests to determine die extent of his injuries now write his name and draw.
gan less than 24 hours after her
8.3%
8.3%
surgery to help her reach her goal. and progress. They found dial he had sustained brain stem
Since Stephen's accident he has received many letters
6 or more
Therapists are teaching her to use injury which inhibited his basic motor skills, such as his and cards from students who are praying for him. If Basketball
4.1%
a walker though she is expected to ability to walk, speak, hear, see and move his hands.
anyone is interested in writing Stephen, his address is: 12.5% Other
be using a wheel chair lor at least
On Friday, Nov. 18, Stephen came out of his coma, even Stephen Jones, 6240 Balboa Drive, Virginia Beach, Va.,
two months.
Uwugh just a week earlier his parents had met widi doctors 23464.
By Megan Bearder

"I came because I have a story to
tell," Pastor Tom Mahairas said in his
um visit to Liberty University ready; however, he also came for
another reason.
Mahairas, pastor of Manhattan
Bible Church and guest speaker during Spiritual Emphasis Week, used
this time to re-emphasize his vision to
involve LU students in "Operation
Go."
"Operation Go" is a program
through which students can go to New
York City for 10 days to become
involved in evangelizing the city. The
1990 program is called "Salt '90."
Mahairas said that approximately
1,000 high school and college students will "get the salt out of the
shaker and into the world."

C

Funds given for library
books, new cafeteria

Senior suffers
broken ankle

Student recovering from injuries
sustained in accident last fall

Do You Exercise?

1
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Flag deserves
our respect
inner
view

Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Students need to look
past dust and mud
Cranes, backhoes and construction workers.
Needless to say, the campus is in a state of flux; at least
more so than usual. But there's really not much new in the
overall situation.
Anyone who has attended Liberty University for even a
short period of time has probably heard an alumnus or
timeless professor cite tales about "the good old days."
It wasn' t so very long ago that chapel services were held
under a big top tent; there were no dorms to grace the hills
of our fair campus and sidewalks represented wishful
thinking. Now we have 32 dorms, paved roads, and a prospective football stadium and 10,000 seat arena are rapidly
on their way to becoming realities.
However, as the overused, yet applicable, axiom indicates, "Rome wasn't built in a day." Rarely does change
happen overnight, and rarely is it painless. As a result, we
as students may have to endure a few minor inconveniences
for a while as we stand on the exciting threshold of development.
For the next few months our campus will act as a haven
for large machinery, lines of slow-moving traffic and a lot
of red dust. This is a relatively small price to pay for the
benefits that we as a student body will gain from both the
stadium and arena.
Some time in the future we will be able to look back on
this construction situation and laugh with the same bittersweet fondness with which we recall the last excruciating
step we ever took across the now defunct "Ravine." Furthermore, when we someday gaze in retrospect at all the
changes currently taking place on the campus, we will
realize the blessing we have received through being able to
take part in the growing pains of our campus and the
ultimate vision of Liberty University.

Church responsible
for state of modern art
Once the church and art were closely related. Art existed
to glorify God. Artists like Leonardo da Vinci and Michelangelo painted, not for themselves or fame, but to uplift
the Lord.
During these times Christ was portrayed as a gentle,
loving man, consistent with the church's views. This
portrayal extended even into depiction of Christ as He was
removed from the cross and laid into the grave.
In 1864 Edourd Manet broke tradition in his painting
"The Dead Christ with Angels." The painting displayed a
cold, lifeless Christ through its tones and lighting. The artist
focused on the hard reality that, at one point, Christ was
dead.
Christian leaders made another break from tradition.
Martin Luther proclaimed religious and historical art
"indifferent and optional," stating that it had no part in the
church. John Calvin stated that the only images which
belonged in the church were living symbols (the Lord's
Supper, baptism). He also taught that images drew men's
eyes away from God and to idols.
Hence, the movement of art from the church to the
market place.
Now, a hundred years later, we are faced with art like
Mapplethorpe's, (see Art should not be silenced) which
portrays a decadent society. We must look far and wide to
find an artist whose purpose is to praise God.
David Morgan said in the March issue of Christian
Century magazine that it was no wonder die church and
modem art have gone separate ways.
"The two do not see with the same eyes," Morgan said.
"Protestantism tends to understand image as idol. From die
perspective of modem art, however, both sides are objectionable, including die commemorative because it regards
die image as a token which can be exchanged for any other
sign recalling the desired memory."
What is to be done? Can art be retrieved from the market
places and put back into its original Christian setting?
No.
However, me original Christianity can be put into art.
Christians have abandoned one more aspect of the world
we live in. We've given the ball to a secular world and let
diem run. And men we act surprised when a Mapplethorpe
exhibition is considered art and funded by the government.
We are offended when Serrano displays his photos which
some call blasphemous. The list goes on.
And what do we do about it? There is no commitment to
Christian art in die world today. We can look at Liberty's
own art program to prove that fact. We can look at the
Christian community and find the same lack of commitment.

In a recent decision, the Supreme
Jeffrey
Court upheld the
Simmons
legality of flag desecration, thus making it perfecUy permissible to walk on or even burn the
flag in public.
I questioned some of the students
about their opinion of the Court's
ruling and the desecration of national
symbols in general and received varied responses:
Mike Adams, Richmond, Va. "People who burn the flag or do things
that are anti- American have no pride
in their country and spit in the veterans' faces."
Scott Komarnicki, Virginia
Beach, Va. - "I think it's wrong because it violates our heritage. Flag
burners are taking the first amendment to a limit tiiat was never intended."
Beth Shoaf, Lexington, N(
JfW'I
understand why the Supreme'
:(^rt
made the decision they did, but I
nation. His photo collage consisted don't approve of the flag being
By DANIEL DOMBAK
why was Nelson silenced?
Feature Editor
"The city aldermen claimed 'an- of flag-draped coffins and South burned."
Ward Thornton, Virginia Beach,
gry citizens, perceiving the picture as Koreans burning the flag. The exhiVa.
- 'Those who wish to devalue our
Recently, the
Analysis a racist insult mayriotand/or march bition also included a shelf with a
flag
(by burning, tearing etc.) should
Chicago Institute
ledger
for
visitors
to
log
their
thoughts
on the Institute,'" Sylvia Hochfield
of An has come under pressure for the reported in the summer issue of Art on the proper way to display the consider residing outside of our borworks of two students. In the fall of News. However, this does not explain American flag. Directly in front of ders."
1988 David Nelson displayed his why one of the city officials slashed the ledger, Taylor laid a flag on the
Troy Willis, Marietta, Ga. - "I
satirical portrait of Chicago's first the painting while it was removed, or floor, encouraging visitors to walk on have no respect for those who do not
black mayor, Harold Washington, in why he stated he felt it should be it
respect the values of others. We fought
a painting called "Mirth and Girth." burnt.
Was Taylor being disrespectful to for our freedom and therightto raise
In February Scott Taylor's photo
Actions speak louder than words. the flag? No. Rather, as a pan of the our flag, but our freedom is limited by
exhibitufled"WhatistheProperWay The city aldermen said they believed whole picture, he was trying to get the laws. It's not the flag that matters, but
to Display the American Flag?" in
one
• individual to think what's behind it that's important."
opened, sporting an American flag thing, pubSue Tucker, Statesville, NC about the flag.
placed on the floor.
lic safety; "Our society is built on
PresidentBush "Burning the flag is un-American. If
the display people cannot show respect for the
The institute's displays raised but their
the freedom of speech, called
d i s t a s t e f u l . flag and what it stands for, they should
provocative questions. To what rights a c t i o n s
are the artists entitled? What is the displayed and we should strive to Robert Dole initi- leave."
ated the Flag
role of the government in situations another,
destrucDesecration Act,
such as these?
protect
it"
tive
rage.
thereby prohibitWhat rights do the artists have?
The Liberty Mountain
Did
the
~"7""—"""""~~~~
"•~~~~^^~""
ing
the display of
Nelson proclaimed he did not believe
^
in icons and symbols. He expressed men in power misuse their positions any nation's flag on the floor or on the
his belief that Mayor Washington was for personal reasons? -Did-they vio- ground. Veterans picketed the Art
just another mayor, just another man. late the artist's right to freedom of Institute and the display. Several vets,
clad in uniforms, entered the exhibit
His portrayal of the man, dressed in speech?
daily to pick the fla^j^fUie-graund
And
what
about
Taylor?
His
photo
women's underwear, expresses his
exhibition
provoked
visitors
to
think
opinion of the man. In a country
Please see Art, page 3
where freedom of speech is a given, about the flag that symbolizes this
Degarmo and
. .
!ey's newest release
•
on Benson Records,
Dean
"The Pledge," we
Throughout the decades freedom such a fashion?
have a contender for Album of die
By KATHIE D0N0HUE
of expression has progressively gained
If current trends hold true, then Year. This collection of D&K's finest
Editorial Editor
strength and momentum as the gen- every artist has the right to reveal just sizzles.
"Congress shall
eral public has become saturated with himself through any manner he deems
According to Dana Key, lead singer,
make no law... Analysis
works of art that frequently attacked creative, often through the blessing of this album was made to "edify die
abridging the freedom of speech...." national and religious symbols.
federal funds. These expressions can church." Not only does it edify, but it
One of the most controversial isUnder the umbrella of die First include materials and portrayals which glorifies and magnifies and makes us
sues of the late 1900's has concerned Amendment, offensive art forms have the viewing public may consider of- realize how messed up this world is
the total extent of the power of free been allowed, and in some cases fensive.
and how good God can make it.
speech as outlined in the First Amend- encouraged, to be prominently disFrom the tide cut to die defiant
As the emphasis on die ultimate
ment.
played in public view.
freedom of expression continues, die "Boycott Hell," to die issue oriented
This basic freedom, established with
But where exactly does die artist's question of invasion of privacy be- "Who Will," which details abortion,
the passage of the "Bill of Rights," freedom of expression end? Does gins to rise.
these songs will cause you to examine
has not always held such an integral perversion or needless desecration
A recent court decision closed a your walk widi God.
role as it does in the mind of present- carry aesthetic value simply because college art exhibit of nudes after
Now moretiianever we need to
day society.
an artist decides to express himself in several students complained they make a change in this land and just
had no choice but to be exposed to maybe this album will challenge you
the paintings which lined die only to take 'The Pledge."
hallway to their student center. The
judge ruled that freedom of expression didnotoverpoweran individual's
freedom to avoid exposure to ideas he
considered disturbing or offensive.
Since the boundaries of free speech
Box 20000 Liberty University
and censorship have never been
Lynchburg, VA 24506-8001
defined, die task lies in die hands of
Question: Is it wrong for a stu- Yet within seven years 28 percent of die people. Until the people decide
Laura Gregg
dent not to complete his college the class of '72 and 19 percent of the they have had enough, artists will
Editor
education in four years?
class of' 80 had completed their pro- continue to overstep the boundaries
Megan Bearder
grams.
of expression originally mapped out
Managing Editor
Answer:
In
my
opinion
students
should
by die First Amendment: all in
Dr. A. Pierre
Curt Olson
Traditionseriously consider taking longer to
die name of Art.
Guillermin
News Editor
ally students
complete their degrees.
Kevin
Bloye
have been
Taking longer to complete your
Sports
Editor
able to complete a college education college education has several beneKathie Donohue
in four years. However, the four- fits associated with it:
• Students can enjoy their educayear schedule is often impacted by
Opinion Editor
the fact that many students must tional experience more.
Daniel Dombak
The Liberty Champion wel• Students have die opportunity
now work their way through colFeature Editor
comes members of die Liberty
lege. If a student must work, it is to take courses of interest to them,
John Hotz
community to submit letters to die
better for him to schedule a less not justtiioserequired for their major.
Photo Editor
editor on any subject
• Students have more time to focus
demanding course load and take
Pamela Havey
Letters should not exceed 150
longer to finish the standard four- their attention on their studies and
Advertising
Manager
words and must be signed.
thereby earn a higher GPA.
year program.
Julie Siert
All material submitted to die Lib• Students have more time to work
More and more students are takAd Layout
erty Champion becomes die proping longj^jo earn degrees for eco- and, Uierefore, graduate widi less of
Manager
erty of die Champion.
nomical and educational reasons. A afinancialobligation.
The Liberty Champion reserves
The fact is, a degree in four years
Prof. Ann Wharton
U.S. Departmentof Education study,
therightto accept, reject or edit
which tracked die progress of 25,000 is getting rarer. Even professional
Adviser
any letter received, according to
high school seniors, found 15 per- and vocational requirements in sethe policies of the Liberty Cham*
cent of the class of 1972 received lectedfieldsare requiringfiveyears
The Liberty Champion is distributed every
pion.
their degree within four years. In of study.
Wednesday while school is in session. The
opinions expressed in this publication do
Address all letters to "Editor,
comparison, only eight percent of
not necessarily represent those of Liberty
Liberty Champion" and drop it
the classes of 1980 and 1982 earned Dr. A. Pierre Guillermin is President
University.
off in DH 109 or Box 21754.
their degrees in the four-year period. of Liberty University.
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NewSong encourages Christians
By ADAM DEAN
Champion Reporter

it, "I don't believe you can encounter
Jesus without encountering a change."
As each of these men were finding
God's will and direction for their lives,
God's providence brought them together at the same church. They began singing locally, and their popularity rapidly grew. They knew it was
time to go full time or call it quits.
In 1981 NewSong was formed as a
full-time ministry and quickly found
a niche in the music industry, including a weekly televised variety show
in 1983.They signed with Word Records in 1984 and have produced four
albums, including their new release,
"Light Your World." The title cut
from this album peaked at No. 2 on
the Contemporary Christian Music
Inspirational and Adult Contemporary charts.
Other songs that have topped the
charts are "Trophies of Grace,"
"Forever King,""WhatGoes Around"
and "Arise My Love." The current
single, "Love Is," is presently atNo. 3
on the charts.
In their more than 200 concerts a
year, they use soundtracks only. At
one point, afive-pieceband accompanied them, but they decided, "The
message of God doesn't depend on a
NewSong's Bobby Apon, Eddie band."
But what exactly is the message?
Carswell, Billy Goodwin and Eddie
According
to Goodwin, "Our mesMiddleton will perform Sept. 16 in
sage
is
one
of joy in a relationship
Vinton, VA.
with God. There's more to Christianmusic education, was saved at the age Goodwin said. "I've gone beyond the ity than walking the aisle."
of 12. He didn't understand what God doubting stage and started working
"Christianity is not just a Sunday
was doing in his life, but in 1972 he on specifics. I've started seeing God's format, but an everyday thing,"
Carswell said.
felt called into Christian service. He hand in what I'm doing."
felt burdened to reach people within
NewSong's message is not only
The fourth member of the group,
the church who were playing "relig- Bobby Apon, was living an empty life one of edification, it is also one of enion" but had no relationship with with no direction or meaning. He knew couragement in the day-to-day
Christ.
something wasn't right, and in July struggles. The world makes big prom"I never thought God might want to 1979 he discovered a personal rela- ises, but it never delivers. Jesus never
do something special with my life," tionship with Jesus Christ. As he put fails.

Psalm 40:3 "And he hath put a new
of questions that they had neglected
song in my mouth, even praise unto
word for several days; thereour Lord our God: many shall see it,
were/o«nd, and Reynard God's
fore, they were living their lives
andfear, and shall trust in the Lord."
/ did ear diem,
Valfjez
without the power of God.
NewSong, the four-member group
andthywordwas — — — —
from
Atlanta, Ga., is filling the gap in
Example after example has
unto me fne joy and rejoicing of
contemporary Christian music. While
proven that a Christian who reads
mine heart; for I am called by thy
artists such as Sandi Patti and Steve
God's word on a daily basis lives a
name, 0 Lord of host." Jeremiah
Green cover one end of the spectrum
more controlled life.
15:16
and Petra and Whitehead cover the
When disappointments come, this
other, Newsong is providing a happy
person
can
say
with
joy,
"I
can
do
The book of Jeremiah shows us
medium for today's Christian.
the personality of the prophet and all things through Jesus Christ who
his relationship with the Lord. He is strengthens me." (Phil. 4:13)
Although the backgrounds of the
known as the "weeping prophet,"
That joy is also radiated on a
group members are varied, the end
... whose life is described as devout Christian's countenance through
result of each is the same: a vibrant
and committed to the holiness of more than an expression. A peace
ministry and a personal relationship
God.
which saturates their lives is eviwith Jesus Christ.
denced
on
their
faces.
Reading God's word brought joy
Eddie Carswell, who writes all the
-;\
Rejoicing came in Jeremiah's life
and rejoicing to Jeremiah.
music for NewSong, was saved in
May of 1976. With his marriage in
A Christian today must read as he read the scriptures. Rejoicing
trouble and a life full of questions, he
God's word everyday. I know of comes in our lives in the same way.
Daily
keeping
our
Savior
enwent searching for the answers. While
times when people have told me
CI
throned
upon
our
hearts
brings
joy
attending church one day, he discovabout some problem in their life.
and
rejoicing,
along
with
strength.
ered a solution to his problem and
The situation they faced caused them
asked the pastor to talk to him some
-fc. discouragement, almost to the point
more. During a lunch break he asked
Reynard
Valdez
is
religion
editor
for
of spiritual defeat.
the Lord in his heart.
the
Liberty
Champion
Later, I learned through a series
Eddie Middleton was a former
nightclub singer who had released an
album on CBS/Epic records and was
voted one of the 'Top 5 New Male
Continued from page 2
aldermen and veterans wrong. Ev- Vocalists' in 1978by Cashbox Magaeryone is entitled to a personal opin- zine. He was also friends with Eddie
.d
fold it military fashion and put it on ion; each has the freedom to express Carswell. After seeing a change in
Eddie's life, he decided to attend
bl the shelf. Later someone else came it The only wrong committed was
by
and
put
it
back
on
the
floor.
the violent action taken by one of church with him. In December of 1976
-•ji
And what of Taylor's rights? He Chicago's aldermen when he slashed the same pastor who had lead Eddie
Carswell to the Lord had the pleasure
was expressing himself in the form of the painting.
a question. Looking at the display's
However, not all situations are as of seeing Eddie Middleton accept
contents, one might say the artist, a clear-cut as the Nelson and Taylor Christ as his personal Savior. Eddie
proclaimed communist, is against war controversies. What about the situ- said, "You see, good people don't go
or against the United States. Perhaps ations like Andres Serrano's photo- to heaven, but saved people do."
Billy Goodwin, a 1973 graduate of
he is against both or the way one uses graphtitled"Piss Christ?" The grantthe other. In the same light, the veter- funded piece portrays a crucifix in a TroyS tate Uniyersitjyvith a degree in
ans were simply expressing their feel- jar of the artist's urine which Serrano
ings, which were opposite of Taylor's. declared portrays hypocrisy in the
Our society is built on the freedom church. According to the artist, this
on
Living
. of speech, and we should strive to hypocrisy is the reason forthechurch's
protectiLTayloris free to make known current fallen state.
his feelings about the flag, the same
Or what about Mapplethorpe,
way the veterans are allowed to make whose exhibition of erotic and sadotheir feelings known. Nelson should masochistic pictures are touring our
be free to make any comments he de- nation on government funds? Do
sires about any man or figure-head. artists have a right to convey any
you make a list of all die qualities
Standing in front
Chicago officials are free to disagree, i message they desire, even if it may be Of the mirror, a girl Christie
about yourself diat you wish you could
But where is the line drawn be- considered blasphemous like brushes her hair out
change butcannot. Then, ask the Lord
Hayes
PHONE: 237-9877
tween disagreement and violation of Serrano's or depraved like for the 15th time in
to help you accept these characterisfreedom of speech? What role should Mapplethorpe's?
as many minutes. Hideous! I still tics as His creative way of showing
With this coupon receive:
the government play?
His glory in your life.
The exhibitions at the art institute look hideous!" she exclaims.
The government supports, with merely opened the door on the quesWhen you allow the Lord to free
A young man walking across camAmerican tax dollars, individual art- tions. Recent exhibits sponsored by pus scrutinizes die sidewalk with re- you from diese concerns, you will,
ists, museums and schools and the the National Endowment for the Arts markable interest as a trio of well- like Paul, find diat you can glory in
promotion and teaching of art. Does (which is supported by tax dollars), built athletes saunters past on the way these former infirmities.
" that give officials the right to destroy primarily works by Serrano and to the gym. "I wish I hadn't registered
Who knows? The Lord may use
COIN LAUNDRY IN HILLS'SHOPPING CENTER / .!
_ or suppress that with which they dis- Mapplethorpe, have spread the for PE this semester," he sighs.
what youtiiinkis your greatest inadeagree? What guidelines should they boundaries of the original questions
Though it may express itself in a quacy to display His perfect strengm.
impose on the individuals who re- and added several others.
variety of ways, this painful feeling of
<
ceive the funding? By imposing reguThere are no easy answers. Each inadequacy is a common ground for Christie Hayes Is a staff columnist
., lations and rules are they restricting individual must examine the impor- all of us. In searching for our own for the Liberty Champion.
.. the artist's freedom of speech?
tance of the freedom of speech. Each self-worth, we often wrongly assume
„ In the case of the displays at the individual must examine the that we willfinddie answer by show... Chicago Institute of Art, the situation government's role in art, offensive as ing ourselves equal or superior to
others.
is clear. Neither Nelson nor Taylor it may be to some.
„ were wrong. Nor were the city's
I really have trouble with people
Only then can we find the answers.
&
who say, "But attractive, talented
people really do have it easier."
The difficulty is this: There is no
set standard for defining such elusive
terms as "attractive" and "talented."
10 MINUTES FROM LU
As the saying goes, it's all in die eye of
the beholder.
For an appointment please call 239-6850
There is, however, one true standard of inner beauty, and that, of
Mon. — Sat.
couraged to stop in for more informa- course, is Jesus Christ. Instead of
• In a couple
407 Old Graves Mill Road
seeking to conform ourselves to die
Shawn
tion on the co-op program.
years, you will
ever-changing
standards
of
others,
The career center also offers sevgraduate from LU. de Lestard
Jonny Ervin received his training at t h e Robert Fiance School of Hair Design in
eral programs for graduating seniors. we are instructed to be conformed to
Yet, if you are like
His image. (Rom. 12:1-2)
most college students in the United Coming up are:
New York City. After returning to Lynchburg, he graduated from LU and
Thefirststep to being conformed to
How to write a first-class
States, all you'll have is a piece of
apprenticed at Super Hair, Inc. At the International Beauty Show held
resume (Workshop), 6 p.m. Septem- His image is accepting die way He has
i paper.
in New York City, Jonny attended technical seminars under the Sebasmadeyou—especially die "flaws" you
A choice you have is the Liberty ber 12 and 18.
tian Artistic Team, P a u l Mitchell Systems, Vidal Sassoon and Jingles
detest
so
much.
Co-operative Study program. It will
Interviews: for^seniors of all maIn
order
to
do
this,
I
suggest
diat
International.
give you the extra edge that could jors.
/ ^ \
\
S~
make me difference between you and
25.00
20.00 Haircolor
Ladies Haircut..
^
the next guy.
10.00
Men's H a i r c u t . T T ^
3 7 . 15.00 Clear Cellophane
The program is geared toward
Reconstructive
Perm/Cut
50.00
sophomores and juniors who have a
Condition Treatment
7.00
good idea of where they are headed
Highlites
30.00
career-wise.
Highlites/Cut
40.00
Through die co-operative program
you will graduate from Liberty with a
four-year degree plus an additional
1
year of experience in your major.
I
'The great part about the program
I
A; is that the companies obligate themI
i selves to using the student in their
I
• major," Don Sale, career center coorI
' dinator, said. "For example, accountCall Now for an Appointment: 239-6850
I
\ ants do accounting, not make coffee,
;
I
sweep floors or file papers."
(
With
this
Coupon:
I
Other benefits of the program inI
• elude the contacts students will make,
$5.00 off Men and Women's Cuts
I and the money they'll make. StuI
$10.00 off Perm/Cut
\ dents could aslo be offered a job with
I
. thefirmthey work for.
I
Expires October 14, 1989
The career center is located across
-J
. from the bookstore. Students are en"TAy words
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students experience
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YouthQuest plans 1989-90 activities
By VANGIE POGGEMILLER
Champion Reporter

The YouthQuest Club held the annual YouthQuest
"Celebration"Aug. 31 to start the new 1989-90 school
year and, as President Rodney Huffty put it, "to go with
God where no club has gone before."
The basic goal of the outreach club has not changed. As
Huffty said later, the goal is for "God to spark a burden
in college students for youth." The many ways the YouthQuest club meets this challenge were presented to the
crowd that packed DeMoss 160 and 161.
A video presentation showe well-known YouthQuest
activities such as Scarcmare and Clearwater Beach Alive.
Major outreach activities for this year include Scaremare, Oct. 12-14, 19-21, 26-28 and Clearwater Beach
Alive, beach evangelism, which will take place during
spring break. The King's Dominion trip is also planned
and will involve area high schools.
Youth Emphasis Week is scheduled for April 8-13.
! Something new for this summer is "YouthQuest "90" a

camp for high school students. One thousand people are
expected to attend the July 16-20 event. One hundred
counselors will be needed.
Faculty advisers who took part in the "Celebration"
were Dave Adams, Matt Willmington, Doug Randlett and
Dave Marston.
The YouthQuest executives for this year are President
Rodney Huffty and Vice President D. J. Bigelow.
All of the ministry teams participated in the meeting, including YouthQuest Singers, led by Troy Page; Celebration Singers, led by Ken Lightner; and the drama team, led
by Keith Keller. The newest teams are Youthquest Gymnastic Team, led by Paul Canada; and Ladies Ensemble,
led by Stacie Fant.
Committees introduced include publicity, led by Kim
Huffty; activities, led by Matt Maka; recruitment, led by
Stephanie Miller, newsletter, led by Kashana Nunn; and
missions, led by Tim Behrens.
Students are encouraged to join the club. The membership fee is $3.00. Interested students should contact the
Center for Youth Ministries in RH 124.

Academics

Student body president
adjusts to new position
By CURT OLSON
News Editor

Tradition has provided SGA
presidents from within student government via the student senate, class
officers or other facets of student
government.
That will not be the case this
year.
SGA President Dave Coy is a
seniorfinancemajor from Fort Lauderdale, Fla., who spent his sophomore and junior years at Liberty as
a member of the LIGHT Team.
Coy won the runoff election
against David Gibbs last April.
Coy believes three things brought
him to student government. First,
he believes he related well to the
students because he knows the concerns of LU students and their opinions on issues facing the campus.
Second, he was the only person
running for the offlee who had spent
more than one year at LU. Third, is
what Coy calls his association with
"ouside SGA events" like LIGHT
Ministries.

"Through my involvement with
LIGHT," Coy said, "I realized the
potential this school has for die Christian community. Christians through-

Stricter exam policy enforced

By ANDREA E.BLAIR

Finally he said, "When exams are
given at different intervals, the faculty has to have a different set of
exams for students who take it later.
This is not fair to the students or the
faculty."
The staff will be fair as "extreme
emergencies may necessitate" a
change in exam dates or times, Mills
reassured students. The teachers are
more than willing to hear of real problems with conflicting situations, but
weak excuses will no longer be accepted.
Problems of the past have helped to
bring about the new policy regarding
changing exam schedules. Dr. Olga
Kronmeyer, an English professor ex-

Champion Reporter

Examination policies at Liberty are
toughening up. Students will no longer
be allowed to change their exam dates
for flimsy excuses.
Dr. Earl Mills, provost, gave three
reasons for the stricter policy.
First of all, he said, "It is unfair to
students that have to take exams on
the regular time, when someone is
allowed to skip out early, and/or take
the exam early," Mills said.
"Also when a student requests
exams at a different time, it puts stress
on the faculty to set up different exam
lanes," he added.

LU-TV broadcasts
new productions
By JEFFREY SIMMONS
Champion Reporter

" LU-TV, the on-campus, studentoperated television station, began
new season of programming Aug/58
with plans to air several innovative
student-produced shows.
j Joseph Ellenberg, programming
manager of the station, is excited
about the new shows.
• "The station has a good potenti
"grow this year," he said. "There are a
lot of great people in management
who are dedicated to their positions."
I. For now, however, the station must
be content with airing over the television sets in DeMoss and David'sPlace.
: "We're going to try to promote
more this year than last year," Ellenberg said. "But the biggest problem
with getting the students to watch is
the limited amount of campus monitors."

actual classes, is a joint effort of
James Chapman, Don Dam and Scott
Till. "Cellar" will feature video segbng with interviewfi pf die
students who made the productions"

sherri McCain will anchor a three-to-five
\MPJ^ ute news show.

I Students that do tune in to the station will see such new student productions as "The Last Stand" - a
Christian sitcom produced by Damond
Nelson. Nelson's light-hearted show
{evolves around a Christian who enters a town and turns a once wet bar
into a dry bar so believers can come
and "have a good time together" in a
clean way.
| Also featured this season will be a
contemporary Christian music video
show produced by Jody Olhouser.
"New music," hosted by Sarah
Simpson, will air videos from current
"legal" Christian artists and will include various off-the-wall locations
for Simpson's video introductions.
A campus calendar of events called
JLU This Weekend" will list all of the
upcoming activities scheduled for the
students so they can keep track of
what's happening. K. C. Spiron will
produce die two-minute segment.
| Althoughnotnew/'CellarCinema"
will return to die screen from last
year. The show, which airs video
segments produced by students in

of each day,
Sherri McCaniwIinuTcliorathree-toi-minute news show. Along witl
McCain>4heshow will alsgjsature
other broadcasting majoTslooking for
actual television experience to help
them secure a job.
LU-TV airs on Channel 11 (Switch
Position B) Monday-Thursday 1:305:45 and Friday 1:30-9:30.

plained, "Students have three to four
months to make arrangements for
planes and rides home, and often they
choose one (a ride) before an exam."
"It is unfair when the teacher
changes the exam date," Professor
Dave Adams said. "It is the students'
responsibility to be there for exams."

photo by LMteCoppM*

out the world are watching this university. I believed then, and believe
now, mat SGA is the best way to help
LU students realize our potential and
get that potential out of each student."
Regarding Coy's supposed lack of
experience, Bev Buffington, director

LU debate team prepares for season
By BRETT HARVEY

everyone involved in die club will not
be allowed to participate on die intercollegiate team, O'Donnell said.
Only die best LU teams in each
The 1989 Liberty University debate team is now forming. Anyone division will be selected to go to die
interested in joining should go to intercollegiate competitions. That will
DeMoss Hall 124 and ask for Profes- be a total of about 20 people on die
sor Brett O'Donnell, director of fo- traveling team. The selection for travrensics, or Lisa Lundquist, captain of eling members will be determined on
die basis of work and preparation disthe debate team.
Debate is an academic sport in played by individual debaters before
which teams from across me nation
compete against each other to prove
their debating skills. The object of die
debate competition is not to resolve
die issue being debated but rather to
use quality argumentation while defending a position.
In each competition the 60 or 70
ividual teams from across die nai are divided into three divisions:
Ice, junior varsity and varsity. A
ice debater must be in his first
of debate. A junior varsity deer may be in his first two years of
ampetilion.
Any membertiiathas been competing for more than two years is considered to be varsity level.
Seventy-seven people were signed
up for die debate club at last count.
Because of die new people, the divisions have not yet been established.
In fact, because of die large group

Champion Reporter

year ranked ninth in die nation, above
die competition.
The club members not on die trav- such schools as Harvard, Dartmoudi,
eling team will host debates on cam- Georgetown and University of North
pus. The first such debate took place Carolina.
on Tuesday, Sept. 5, at 7:30 in DeThe debate club is always looking
Moss Hall 133. The topic of debate for more members. There are no rewas die U.S. energy policy.
strictions to joining die club. There
O'Donnell said, "I am expecting are no tryouts. Anyone interested in
great tilings from this year's debate debate is free to be a member of die
club. Meetings are held every Tuesteam."
The 1988 - 89 team finished the day and Thursday at 4:30.
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PHONE:
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Free limo service
from airport and to
TRBC and LU.
Many college students arc. To determine
whether or not you have a problem, take this
simple test before you go back to school.
First, relax.Takeadeep breath. Maybe lie
down on that couch over there.
Now, think about vour bank and look at this
ink blot, what do you see?
Bad tilings? Checks that nobody will accept
because your baruuswt of town? Faraway parents
with no way to deposit money into your account?
Avast expanse of time and space separating you
from needed additional funds? Inconvenience in
its purest form?
Hmmm. Sounds very..well...disturbing.
But don't worry, thereVan easy cure Sovran Bank.
By opening a checking and savings

WORK FOR YOURSELF
As a campus representative you'll be
responsible tor placing advertising materials
on bulletin boards and working on
marketing programs for clients such as
American Express, Boston University,
Eurall, and various movie companies,
Among others. Part-time work, choose your
own hours- No sales. Many of our reps
stay with us long after graduation. If you
are self-motivated, hard-working, and a bit
Of an entrepreneur, call or write for more
information to:
AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60648
1(800)727-6763 or
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ofstudentactivities,said,"I believe
the lack of experience is neither a
plus nor a minus. Dave can do anything he wants. He has the intelligence to know what LU students
think.
"Many times it may depend on
the person as a whole, but Dave has
a lot of talents which would make
one believe he had done this before."
Coy is excited about the 1989-90
school year. "We have new construction taking place which shows
our physical growth, but there is
also a good feeling among the student body. Also, students are just
walking up to me and asking what
can be done to help. I am really
impressed by what I see and hear."
At the top of Coy's list of priorities is the Walk for Liberty, scheduled for Sept. 23.
"Last year's fund-raiser was a
good experience," Coy said. "We
have fine-tuned the project so we
hopefully have been able to correct
the mistakes but keep it fun for the
students at the same time."

RIVER RIDGE

WATERLICK

BANK
RIVERMONT

account at Sovran, you'll have complete control
ofyourfinances.Withtheconvenienoe'ofCash
Flow* 24-hour banking, you can access your
money whenever you need it.
And because there!snrobablyaSovran
Bank office athome as well as school, you can
leave somedepositshpswimy<)ur parents, just
incase.
So blot out your banking troubles. Stop
by Sovran Bank as soonasyou get backto college.
Youtibecrazyto bank anywhere else! *

VisitouroffkeandCashFtou** machine at RiwrKia^e Mall Saturday hours available.
SurrulimciilCarpamiai
ferw MukKUd dinaitfiui vtitab.
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Air Rutigliano bombs Edinboro, 51-27

By KEVIN M. BLOYE •
Sports Editor

The Sam Rutigliano era didn't start
with a bang the way everyone thought
it would in Saturday's game against
Edinboro. Instead it was more of an
explosion.
Led by fourth-year starting quarterback Paul Johnson and a slew of
sure-handed receivers, Liberty
crushed the Fighting Scots 51-27.
j TheFlames,afterallowingtheScots
to crawl within two points midway
through the third quarter, scored 28
unanswered points in a six-minute
span in the third and fourth quarters to
give Rutigliano his first collegiate
poaching win.
• After Edinboro cut the Flames Mead
tjo 23-21 on a 50-yard scoring pass
from quarterback Hal Galupi to wide
receiver Ernest Priester, Liberty freshman Scott Thomas returned the ensuing kickoff 31 yards to the Flames 46.
i e v e n plays later, Charles McCray
bulldozed his way through several
would-be tacklers for a 7-yard touchdown run. Freshman kicker Scott
Han-ell added the extra point to give
i ihe Flames a 30-21 advantage. HarJ fell, in his first collegiate game, tied a
Liberty record set by former Rames
kicker Mark DeMoss with six extrapoint conversions.
j With only four seconds left in the
third quarter and Edinboro facing a
4th and 18 situation, punt blocking
specialist Donald Smith tipped Bill
Burford's punt deep in Edinboro ter-

ritory where the Flames' Phil DeBerry picked up the loose ball and
scampered 35 yards for the touchdown, padding the Flames' lead to
37-21. The touchdown was the junior
defensive back's second blocked punt
recovery of the game and the second
touchdown of his career.
On the ensuing kickoff to open the
fourth quarter, the special teams unit
came through once again for the
F l a m e s , as sophomore W e s l e y
McConnell grabbed an Edinboro
fumble returning the ball to the Scots'
42-yard line. After connecting with
receiver Pat Nelson for 17 yards to put
the ball close to the goal line, Johnson
caught a leaping Eric Green for a 13yard touchdown pass, widening the
Flames' lead to 23.
Only two minutes later, the Fighting Scots committed yet another turnover as senior defensive back Ernie
Antolik snared his second interception of the game, returning the ball
five yards to the EU 31-yard line.
Four plays later, sophomore receiver
L.G. Parrish, smothered by the EU
defender in the end zone, caught a 17yard pass from Johnson, giving the Flames' running back Charles McCray leaps over the pack of Edinboro defenders for a touchdown in the first quarter to give the Flames a 7Rames a 30-point gap and finally 0 lead. McCray carried the ball 16 times for a total of 116 yards and two touchdowns, helping the Flames to a 51 -27 victory. ^ ^ by R o b A , * , , * * , r.
putting a lid on the scoring outburst.
_
Johnson easily surpassed his career high of 243 yards passing by lem today was that we were putting DeBerry started the Edinboro turn- we've opened the offense a lot more," over a pile of Edinboro defenders to
completing 18 of 27 for 271 yards the ball in the endzone so quickly, our over parade by picking off a Galupi Parrish, a former Heritage High give the Flames a 7-0 lead. McCray,
and three touchdown tosses.
defense wasn't getting enough rest." pass at the Liberty 15. Several plays School standout, said. 'That play in who set the school record last year
The Flames wasted no time scoring later, Johnson threw a 49-yard bomb particular kind of set the momentum with a total of 15 touchdowns, fin"We knew coming into the game
that we were going to throw the ball a in the opening minutes ofthe game as to the fleet Parrish to set the ball at the for how we were going to do things." ished the day with 116 yards, rushing
Two plays after the Johnson to
lot more than we have in the past," they rushed to a 14-0 lead with only Scots' 6-yard line.
See Air Rutigliano, Page 6
"With the new system this year, Parrish play, Charles McCray jumped
Johnson said. "I guess our only prob- eight minutes gone from the clock.

Flames go beyond football
Observations on
the first game:
Kevin
•Before the game,
Bloye
1 could sense something different in the atmosphere at
City Stadium. As the public address
announcer read die names of the
Flames' starting lineup, L U fans
roared with approval.
Let's face it, people all around the
city of Lynchburg and even the state
of Virginia are excited about the prospects of a national championship in
Liberty's second season of Division 1
play.
What happened to the several years
of growing pains we were supposed
to experience? Looks like we've
skipped that stage and advanced to
the good stuff.
•Sam Rutigliano, the first-year
Flames coach, represents the beginning of excellence. Losing is no longer
acceptable at Liberty University. The
coaching staff knows it. The players
know i t The fans know it.
•During and after the game I saw a
few things that made me proud to be
an LU student First of all, several
players had small hand towels hanging from their uniforms that contained
messages which glorified God in
front of the thousands in attendance

or watching on FamilyNet. Running
back Keith Vinson's towel read "Glory
to God" while fellow running back
Charles McCray's towel said "Powered by God."
Another thing that made an impression on me was the way the whole
team gathered in one big circle after
die game and proudly sang "Victory
in Jesus." It was great to hear a group
of 280-pound linemen praise the Lord,
but to be honest, it was some of the ~
worst singing I've ever heard in my
life. What can I expect though, the
Virginia Boys Choir?
Also, who can forget the sight of
Liberty players talking to members of
die Edinboro team about die Lord
after die game. W h o says football
isn't an effective tool to minister the
gospel?
•Air Rutigliano was born Saturday.
If you've been watching the Flames
die past few years, you were probably
shocked at die offensive scheme in
die first half. Pass. Pass. Pass. At die
end of die first half, Paul Johnson had
thrown 17 passes compared to nine
running plays. Johnson and Robbie
Justino combined for 290 yards in the
air.
But has Liberty ever seen a better
crop of pass catchers than Eric Green,
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the NIV Ryrie Is the Most Usable
NIV Study Bible You Can Buy...
rHS

RNK1E

1. TheNIV
RYRIE provides
clear-cut
interpretations of
God's Word that
you can use to
isolve the problems
:of everyday life.
2. The NIV RYRIE presents a
consistent viewpoint without
.conflicts and confusion.
3. The NIV RYRIE is easier to
read. It is printed in large, clear,
•bold type, with easy-to-find cross
references down the side of each
column.
4. The NIV RYRIE offers 29 extra
features for maximum usability. Like
an outline throughout the text, an
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overview of
Bible doctrine,
discussions on
key topics, a
"Harmony of
Gospels," and
much, much
more.

See it today at your local
bookstore and save up
to $5.00 with the coupon
below!
Available in hardback and in a variety of quality
leather bindings and colors from $32.95.
Available at your local bookstore or contact
Dept. MBW. 820 North LaSalle Drive.
Chicago, IL 60610.
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•At die end of every Flames' score,
LU's male cheerleaders hit die deck
and did one push-up for every point
diatthe Flames had on die board. Did
you notice that once die score hit 44,
they quit doing them? When die score
reaches that high, you'dbetter believe
die male cheerleaders are praying for
Coach Rutigliano to put in second and
third-string units. By the way, if die
guys had done all their push-ups like
they were supposed to, diey would
have finished die day having done 226
push-ups!

Liberty 51 Edinboro 27
Liberty 20 3 1 4 1 4 - 5 1
Edinboro 7 7 7 6 - 2 7

LU-McCray 1-yard run (Harrell
kick)
LU-Green 26-yard pass from
Johnson
(Harrell kick)
EU-Clare 1-yard run (Weber kick)
LU-D. Smidi 94-yard kickoff return (kick blocked)
EU-Marratta 8-yard run (Weber
kick)
LU-Harrell 30-yard FG
EU-Priester 50-yard pass from
Galupi (Weber kick)
LU-McCray 7-yard run (Harrell
kick)
LU-DeBerry 35-yard blocked punt
return (Harrell kick)
LU-Green 13-yard pass from
Johnson (Harrell kick)
LU-Parrish 17-yard pass from
Johnson (Harrell kick)
EU-Frye 1-yard run (kick failed)

To redeem this coupon, simply present to cashier when purchasing any RYRIE
Study Bible. Limit: One coupon per Bible.
Bookstore* To redeem this coupon, send to Moody Press, Marketing Department,
820 N. LaSalle Dr.. Chicago, IL 60610. Credit equal to one-halt the face value
will be given if submitted by 3/31/90.

Expires December 31,1989
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State

Notre Michigan
Dame
Ohio
State

Ohio
State

Attendance- 8,200
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PROFESSIONAL HAIR STYLING
LADIES AND GENTLEMEN

Save 30%
Hon all services
for the month of
September.
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Pat Nelson, L.G Parrish, Ike Logan,
and Scott Queen?
•Not every diing was picture-perfect on the field for the Flames Saturday. During certain drives in the first
half and early in the second half, the
Edinboro offense squashed Liberty's
inconsistent defense. By die end of die
first half, the Fighting Scots had racked
up 227 total yards compared to LU's
216. Another unhealthy indication of
the Flames' defensive woes was that
Edinboro controlled die ball a total of
18 1/2 minutes in die first half while
the Flames had die ball for only 1 1 1 /
2 minutes. The defensive effort must
improve for the Flames to beat teams
likeJames Madison and Eastern Michigan.

Game summary

2815 LANGHORNE ROAD
LYNCHBURG, VA 24501
PHONE: 528-5648
HOURS: Mori. - Fri. 9-9
Ocii. y~o.

WE USE AND RECOMMEND
PAUL MITCHELL.
Ask for Lisa, Kelly, Laura, Shelly, Wendy.

earn
Ice Cream & Yorttfrta
Sandwiches - Croissants
Fine Desser
amburgers & Hot Dogs
•Pitas & Pizza
4915 Fort Avenue
Hours:
Lynchburg
Mon.-Thurs. 11:30-10
Fri.-Sat. 11:30-11
unday 1:00-10

237-7825
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20 to 30%
On Beauty
Products & Tools

FREE
Home & Office

DELIVERY
with $30 order
or more

Ask About Our
Daily Special
CORPORATE
BEAUTY
SUPPLIES
-873-6466
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—Air Rutigliano
Continued from Page 5

on 18 carries after netting only 18
yards in the first half.
"We knew coming out of the locker
room in the second half that we were
going to run the ball a little more to
slow down the momentum and wear
their defense down a bit," McCray
said. "I was just thankful to get the
opportunity to contribute a little more
in the second half."
Following an unsuccessful threeplay series by the Edinboro offense,
Flames' defensive tackle Frank Fuller
stepped in the way of a Burford punt
at the Edinboro 30. DeBerry picked
up the loose ball and carried it five
yards. On the next play from scrimmage at the 7:36 mark in the first
quarter, Johnson found Green in the
end zone for a 26-yard scoring strike
to make the score 14-0.
"This game was undoubtedly the
best game that Paul Johnson and Eric
Green have ever played together,"
Green, who caught four passes for 63
yards, said. "The offensive line
deserves a lot of credit for giving
Paul enough time throughout the
game to find the open man."
Edinboro's offense came alive after
Robin Ingalls makes her move during Thursday's game against the Green's score, driving the ball 74
girls of Randolph-Macon Women's College. The Lady Flames lost the yards on 12 plays climaxed by a 1first game of the season.
ph^ by 0wm a ^ , yard scoring plunge by fullback Steve

Season kickoff

Clare to cut the Flames lead to 14-7.
On the ensuing kickoff, Donald
Smith caught the ball at the Liberty 6yard line and scampered 94 yards down
the right sideline for a touchdown
making the score 20-7. Smith's run
was the first time in three years that a
Flame had returned a kickoff for a
touchdown, and it also was only one
yard short of the longest kickoff return
in the school's history.
In the second quarter, Edinboro
sustained a 15-play, 80-yard scoring
drive, led by running back Elbert Cole
who finished the day with 112 yards
on 21 carries. Edinboro fullback Joel
Marratta ended the drive with an 8yard scoring run, cutting the lead to
20-14.
With only 25 seconds leftin the half,
the Flames marched S3 yards on nine
plays, setting Harrell up for a 30-yard
field goal, giving the Flames a 23-14
lead going into halftime.
"Overall, I'm very satisfied with
what I saw on the field today," Rutigliano said. "I think that we gave up
too many yards on defense, but we
have two weeks to concentrate on
improving and getting prepared for
Moorehead State."
Asked about Liberty's successful
air attack, Rutigliano said, "As long as
I see that no one can stop us, we'll be
throwing the ball a lot this year."

^^

Women's soccer shows improvement
By JEFFREY A. COTA
Champion Reporter

impact the team are Julie Griffis and
Amy Ingalls. Griffis, a transfer student and full back, could also see action at midfield. Ingalls, a freshman
striker, scored a goal in the RandolphMacon game.
Among the 25 players who tried
out, four were walk-ons. The roster
was trimmed to 19 players because of
ineligibility and other conflicts. All
four of the walk-ons made the team.
Long is in his first season as the
Liberty women's soccer coach. He
has had 18 years of experience at the
high school level, beginning at Father
Judge Seminary in Monroe, Va.
During his career he has guided his

LadyFlamessoccercoachJimLong
was encouraged by a look back at
Thursday's game against RandolphMacon College.
The soccer team dropped their first
game of the season; however, the
players have shown much improvement. "I'm really pleased with the
attitude and spirit of the players,"
Coach Long said. "They are working
really hard," he added
The team captains, Robin Ingalls
and GiGi GrauTare counted on heavilylD contributcfhis season.
Ingalls is a junior business management major fromClaremont,N.H. At
forward she led the team in scoring
with seven goals and five assists and
was awarded the Most Valuable Offensive Player Award last season.
Ingalls, who is also a two-year
member of the basketball team, was a
four-year standout in both soccer and
basketball at Stevens High School.
She earned the team's Most Valuable
Player Award twice and was named
to the New Hampshire All-State team
in soccer and basketball for two years.
Grau, a sophomore from
Brookhaven, Pa., is an aggressive
player and very consistent on defense.
She lettered in three sports at The
Christian Academy. Among her other
accomplishments are her selecttion to
All-League in softball and field
hockey her last two seasons, MVP in
softball her junior year and'MVP in
field hockey her senior year. Grau is
majoring in psychology.
Other returning players. Darlene
Saczawa and Paula Barringer, "are
expected to contribute extensively to
the team. Saczawa scored two goals
and had one assist as a midfielder, and
Barringer made 130 saves in 11 games
at the goal last season.
New players this season who should

11-8 Mon.-Thurs.
11-8:30 Fri. and Sat.

^k&im
SWOKJ)
aiul KIIX

MOBILE HOMES for rent. $275
and $325, utilities included. Call 821 3439.
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68
51
51
48
47

Newport News Apprentice 0
Edinboro University
27
Hampton Institute
18
Ferrum College
26
Bowie State College
0

Volleyball team loses
Earlybird Tournament
By KAREN KOLB
Special to the Champion

In what promises to be its most
competitive season ever, the Lady
Ramcs volleyball team opened its
1989 season with one win and two
losses at the Earlybird Invitational
Tournament, Sept. 1 and 2.
Held annually at the University of
Virginia , the Earlybird Tournament
included such traditional powers as
Michigan, Auburn, Virginia, Virginia
Tech and West Virginia.
The Lady Flames opened against
Auburn, dropping three straight
matches. Then, facing a Michigan
squad that eventually won the tournament, Liberty hung tough for four
games before eventually losing the
match, 3-1.
The high point of the tournament
for the Lady Flames was a 3-2 win
over West Virginia. Middle hitter Kim
Thomas had an outstanding performance against WVU to earn all-tournament honors.

"I was very pleased with the performance of Kim," head coach Sue
Kelly said. "She has made tremendous improvement since herfirstyear
at Liberty."
On Sept. 5 the Lady Flames traveled to Blacksburg to take on intrastate rival Virginia Tech.
Liberty did not play up to its past
performances. The Hokies took advantage and dropped LU to 1 -3 on the
season, winning the match three games
to one.
The Lady Flames travel to North
Carolina this weekend to play in the
NC State Tournament. They return^
home Monday at 7 p.m. to play arch-""
rival Virginia in thefirsthome match
of the season.
"I'm looking forward to a packedout gymnasium so UVA can see the
excitement and Christian witness,of
Liberty fans,* Kelly said. "In the past
we've witnessed to several UVA
players and are looking forward to
this visitto have another opportunity
to be ambassadors for Christ."

THE BEST OF
TODAY'S
CHRISTIAN MUSIC

FREE MUSIC
WEEKEND!
Sept. 14-17

LISTEN TO
AM 1050
AND WIN!

with a purchase of an Entree
valued at $4.00
Located on the second floor of Thalhimers
L_

Liberty Baptist
Liberty University
Liberty Baptist
Liberty Baptist
Liberty Baptist

WBRG

FREE DESSERT
"DEATH BY CHOCOLATE"

HOUSE FOR SALE: 3 bedroom,
brick ranch home. 134 Mtn. View
Dr. Madison Heights. Firstrightoff
ofWinesap. $59,000. Call929-5534.

1976
1989
1980
1979
1977

$700 worth of cassettes,
LP's, CD's, posters, Tshirts, meal tickets, etc.
will be given away!

of lhatfdmers' Sword& %it

r

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Dine in the elegant seclusion

VViththis coupon Receive:

The Flames' 51-27 victory over Edinboro Saturday marked the highest
offensive output by a Liberty team since 1980. Listed are the five highest
individual game point totals in Flame history.

•

Tak^ a break from
Liberty Life...

FOR RENT: Large, one bedroom
apartment. Married coupleonly. Private entrances and parking. Stove,
refrigerator, AC, water, cablevision.
No pets. $215 a month. Convenient
to LU. 845-2120.

NEED A RIDE HOME: If you are
going to the Chicago/Mil waukee area
some time before Thanksgiving
break, please call Megan at ext. 3724.

ing with the on-the-field coaching,
recruiting and scheduling.
Coach Long was also impressed with
the players' spiritual lives. "The players really, truly want to put Christ
first"
Long said that the girls were excited
about making their own tracts and
sharing their testimony with the opposing players after each game.
Long was very pleased with the fan
support and expressed hope that it will
continue for the remainder of the season.
The next home game is against Mary
Washington College Sept. 16 at 11
a.m.

bottomm

Classifieds

CHILD CARE: 8 a.m. to midnight.
Ages 3 and up. Christian home. Activities, games, crafts, no TV. Reasonable rates. Kathy Orth, 1316
Dover Place. 2 blks. off Ft. Ave.,
near Wards Rd. 239-0847.

teams to the ODAC League Championship and the Virginia State Championship at Richmond Christian
School in the 1980-81 seasons, the
National Championship in 1981 and
the runner-up position in 1982.
Long accepted the coaching position here at LU after four years at
Lynchburg Christian Academy.
Long's assistant coach this season
is his son Allen. Allen is a junior
history and journalism major at LU
and is in his first year as assistant
coach. He took over as coach when
Coach Long served in the National
Guard for two weeks.
Allen will be responsible for help-

Flame Facts:
High scores

J

845-5916
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LU students
must learn
to exercise;
eat properly

Health & Fitness
Students pursue healthy bodies
By MICHELLE COOK
Champion Reporter

Students at LU are plagued with the weighty task of
burning calories.
Campus sidewalks are crowded nightly with people
dressed in sweats and Reeboks. Head-sets are humming,
and legs are moving. Some are walking. Some are
jogging. All are burning calories acquired from gourmet
dinners or study sessions, accompanied by the college
killer-junk food.
: An interesting menu of calorie-burning remedies has hit
•the campus. These ideas range from talking on the phone
' to playing basketball.
One student suggests an extreme step: not eating period. Another claimed that chasing the opposite sex is
' good exercise. Others consider the long trek to David's
• Place or climbing the steps to the dorms sufficient activity

to get rid of unwanted calories.
There are a few students who engage in no physical
activity because they can maintain a normal body weight
without routine exercise. Christee Cavanagh, a junior, is
one of these people. "I don't really worry about burning
calories. It just happens," she said.
Matt Wolfe, a sophomore, stated, "They [calories] seem
to find their own way of escaping."
While many on the campus remain unconcerned with
caloric intake, many students are in desperate pursuit of
keeping their bodies fit. They exert their entire physical
self into the never-ending battle against calories.
These students walk, jog or attend aerobics class regularly. They also use the weight room and the tennis courts.
Others often participate in sports.
Before calories start gaining, students should put on
their Reeboks, join the trim crowd and let the rubber meet
the road.

By DAWN E.WALKER
Champion Reporter

Counseling available for
victims of anorexia, bulimia
5

ByKERI
ByKEF BURNS

women in the United States suffer
C h ^ ^ B Reporter
from one of the two.
First is anorexia nervosa. This is
•3 Two of the most common eating the disease which causes women to
disorders are anorexia nervosa and refrain from eating. The most combulimia. Women are most often the mon symptoms are a significant
:
'-victims. In fact, 20 to 25 percent of the weight loss and excessive exercising.

"After I lost 50 lbs.,
I have a healthy appetite for life
thanks to Nutri/System."
"/ ate real food like Spaghetti and
Meatballs, Beef Tacos, Pancakes,
and Caramel Popcorn. And I still
took off all the weight I wanted to.
I get an appetite just thinking about
the delicious Nutri/System food.
Now I'm not only slimmer, I'm
healthier. I've never felt better
in my life."

3vtouu
The Nutri/System*
Weight Loss
Program includes
a variety of delicious
meals and snacks,
nutritional and behavioral
counseling, light activity,
and weight maintenance.

Don't Wait,
Call Today.
Our client,
Shern Allgood.

lost 50 lbs

We Succeed
Where Diets Fail You.
i people vaiy, so does an individual's weight loss.

Bulimia is the binge and purge
disease. A girl eats until she causes
herself to be ill and then she induces
vomiting. Dr. Gregg Albers said a
victim may vomit as often as five
times each day.
There have been reported cases of a
person afflicted with both disorders.
This happens when someone goes
through different stages and reverts to
one or the other, depending on the
circumstances.
Bulimia and anorexia stem from
psychological problems, usually as a
result of a situation in the home. For
example, most cases have shown that
in a strict family environment, there is
little independence given and there is
an absence of control over one's life.
This in turn can trigger one of the two
illnesses.
Albers stated, 'These are types of
self-punishment" The victim is usually unhappy with herself and with
her appearance.
Liberty recognizes the problem of
eating disorders and is trying to help.
The counseling center and health
services are open to aid anyone who
thinks she may have one of these
disorders or anyone who is, in fact,
suffering from one. However, Albers
said, "Most won't ask for help."

Tennis is one of the more popular extra-curricular activities on the
Liberty University campus,
photo by Le»llo C o p p m *

Individual determines
effects of pressure
By AMY POWELL
Champion Reporter

The muscles tense, the hands get
cold, the heart starts pounding and the
stomach knots up. All these are the
symptoms experienced by a person
under stress.
All people are put into stressful
situations. Any change can cause
stress, good or bad. It is the reaction to
this change which determines whether
the stress will be good or bad. Bad
stress can cause physical harm while
good stress can bring success, but the
person, not the situation, decides
which it will be.
Re.imr under pressure pan help
students perform at their peak. They
must, however, allow this pressure to
end at some point or the peak will
break. This breaking can end with
serious physical problems, such as
ulcers, headaches, heart attacks and

e 1989. Nutri/Syaem. Inc.

nutri system

Office Hours By Appointment

Phone: (804) 384-1631

weight loss centers

1 I OFF

/ 2 SPECIAL
.
;(

w

T | P ^ LYNCHBURG CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
*P

LARRY G. McGLOTHLIN, D.C.

•For NUTRJVSYSTEM® services. Special offer does not include the cost of NUTRU
SYSTEM® foods and start-up, and cannot be combined with other offers. As people vary,
so does their weight loss. Valid only with the purchase of a new program at participating
centers. One discount per person.

| Don't Wait! Call Now! Offer expires 9/30/89
I 9101 Timberlake Road, Lynchburg
jft 237-7800

nutri system

FREE CONSULTATION TO
LU STUDENTS

2900 Old Forest Road
Lynchburg, Virginia 24501

weight loss c a n t o n
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HOME OF THE TIZZIES. STEPPING IN STYLE" HOSIERY LINE
FACTORY DIRECT HOSIERY FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
COMPLETE BOOYWEAR AND SHOE LINES TO OUTFIT THE DANCER

10% OFF Of Aerobic & Dance Attire to Liberty Students!
• Socks • Dancewear • Hosiery
• Aerobic Fashions
• Accessories
• Heavy Hands Exercise Weights
• Runique And Thor-Lo Athletic Socks
• Specially Priced closeouts On Socks • Hosiery And Dancewear!
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(804) 846-5099
525 Alleghany Ave.
Lynchburg, VA 24501

strokes. In avoiding these situations
Miriam Stark, associate professor of
counseling, said, "The key to overcoming stress is awareness."
Things such as tests or emergencies
will always put on pressure; and in
these situations the body releases
adrenalin. This chemical helps the
person overcome obstacles, but he
must know when to turn it off. Stark
compared the human body to a meter.
If the meter is in overdrive too long, it
will break. An overdrive on the body
will cause depression, irritability or
anger. These emotions will in turn
cause more stress on the body.
Psychological problems suchas bulimia and anorexia can Te3uh from
this overdrive in addition to the physical problems stated earlier.
Such problems, however, do not
need to occur. By doing some very
simple things, students can come out
of that overdrive safely.
One of the first things is to learn
what causes the stress. The second
step is to control it. If students know
that they get stressed out when they
cram for exams, they should start
studying ahead of time. When they
feel like they cannot possibly get
everything done, they can take a break,
relax. Sherril Sievers and Cindy
Southall, resident assistants in dorm
21-1, said that when their duties get to
be overbearing, they like to walk, run
or even to take along drive.
Some people like to meditate on
Scripture to relieve stress. This is good,
but Stark said it's best to do something physical first and then came
back and meditate. This action clears
the mind for meditation.
That's called externalizing the
stress. It can be accomplished through
pounding a basketball on the ground
or by simply talking over the problem
with a friend. An alternative is deep
breathing or stretching. One thing that
does not help is caffeine and sugar.
Students who must eat something
while they study should choose something crunchy and healthful such as
carrots or celery. Abo ve all, get plenty
of sleep.
The main objective is to relieve
stress so that students can do what
they came to college for: it will allow
them to be a success.

Golden image
TANNINGSALON

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL!

2 FREE Sessions
with the purchase of 10 for $29.95!
Hurry! Call now for an appointment! 237-8262
-LIMITED SPECIAL9201 Timberlake Road (Behind McDonalds) /

What do you get when you add up
lots of fast and fatty foods, irregular
diet, lack of exercise and lack of sleep?
A typical college student
Unfortunately, students attending
Liberty University are not exceptions
to this bad lifestyle, according to studies conducted by Dr. Jim Colligon.
Colligon, a professor of kinesiology,
has also taught nutrition classes.
Colligon is concerned about his students and their health. He offers this
advice: "Incorporate exercise into
your schedule now and make it a
priority. Learn to eat well. This:is
lifestyle modification, and it is so
very critical to your health in the future."
He stresses the importance of proper
exercise in his classes. His emphasis
is on incorporating exercise into the
students' lifestyle for the rest of their
lives, not just during a semester of
physical education.
Although there are not many facilities available on campus for student
use, Colligon said, "This is no excuse
not to exercise because there are things
the students can do to improve the
shape they are in."
Walking and running are inexpensive sources of the much needed aerobic activity. In addition, stationary
bikes are available in the gym for
student use. Aerobics are offered at
various times at David's Place, and
students can use the tennis courts.
For some, money is a major drawback. Colligon suggested the local
YMCA, which he said offers good
rates and excellent facilities for the
serious fitness student who has the
time.
Besides lack of exercise, Colligon
said he is alarmed at eating habits he
has witnessed on campus. According
t o the professor, current results f r o m

a study in progress show very poor
eating habits among Liberty students.
"Students are eating way too much
fat and not eating enough carbohydrates," Colligon said. 'The average
student has not learned to eat properly. They have learned bad habits."
The study also shows that a majority of the women on campus are deficient in vitamins and minerals.
This poor diet can be partially
blamed on the convenience of the
soda and candy machines in the academic buildings and in the dorms,
Colligon said. "Students are busy so
they grab what seems most convenient at the time without considering
the long term effects the food will
havb on their body."
'Rather than giving up all sweets
forever, the physical education professor suggests that students learn to
limit their sugar intake.
"Over a period oftimebad eating
habits, lack of exercise and stress will
lead to serious health problems such
as ulcers, high blood pressure, diabetes, heart attacks, cancer and high
cholesterol," Colligon said.
"The Bible teaches us that our bodies are the temple of God," he added.
"Taking good care of your body is
biblical."
Colligon recommends that all students get into a nutrition or health
class and learn the things they need to
know to have a healthy diet. He also:
recommends exercise at least three!
days per week for 20 to 30 minutes. •
Moderation is the key, according toe
Colligon. "Learn to limit yourself,-'*
he said. "Don'toverdoiton the sweets.!
Increase fruits and vegetables, breads:
and cereals; and eat chicken, fish and.
turkey in place of red meat when;
possible. Learn to adjust to cutting:
out calories."

A«ir<p>M<es
Intermediate:
Mon. 3:30 and
6:30 p.m.
Tues. 3:30 p.m.
Wed. 3:30p.m.
Thurs. 3'30 p.m.
Fri.
3.30 p.m,
Sat.
t t :30 a.m.

Advanced:
Tues. 6.30 p.m.
Thurs. 6:30 p.m.
- I n th» Student Cvnter-
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Looking Good

And trying to stay that way
Photography by: Dawn English and John Hou

